Product wheels
power production
For some manufacturers, going circular improves
planning, scheduling and operations
By Peter L. King and Alan H. Nall

I

Industrial and systems engineers
are often called upon to help operations managers decide how to
resolve the challenges that today’s
dynamic markets present. How can
we be ready to respond quickly to
normal demand upswings but not waste
resources in periods of low demand?
How do we determine the product sequence that minimizes the total cost?
How frequently should we schedule
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each product? Which products should
we make to stock, and which should be
made to order?
Product wheel scheduling is a powerful way to address all these challenges,
as was described in the “Reinventing
the (product) wheel” article in the November 2013 issue of this periodical,
then called IE magazine (https://link.iise.
org/ISENov2013_King). Here we recap
some basic wheel concepts, highlight

recent successes and describe analytical
tools that simplify and enhance the daily
use of wheel scheduling.

Product wheels defined
A product wheel is a visual metaphor
for a structured, regularly repeating sequence of the production of all of the
materials to be made on a specific piece
of equipment within a process system
or on an entire production line. The

FIGURE 1

Turning the wheel of production
A product wheel helps manufacturers visualize the structured, regularly repeating
sequence of production on a piece of equipment within a process system or on an
entire production line.

overall cycle time for the wheel is fixed.
The time allocated to each product (a
“spoke” on the wheel) is relatively
fixed, based on that product’s average
demand over the wheel cycle. The sequence of products is fixed, having been
determined from an analysis of the path
through all products that will result in
the lowest total changeover time or the
lowest overall changeover cost.
If you have several production lines

or pieces of process equipment that can
make the same families of products, the
first step in wheel design is to analyze
the full product mix to understand all
changeover characteristics and allocate
each family to a specific manufacturing line or process to limit the number of changeover parameters on any
line. Next, the primary wheel cycle
time is determined for each production line based on the high-volume
products made on that line and the
best balance between all economic factors. Then the frequency (the number
of cycles between runs) is determined
for the lower-volume products. Finally,
the product sequence is determined for
each cycle to minimize changeover
time and/or cost. Figure 1 shows an
example.
Product wheels support a pull replenishment model; wheels are designed
based on average historical demand or
on forecast demand for each product,
but what is actually produced on any
spoke is just enough to replenish what
has been consumed from the downstream inventory in accordance with

lean pull principles. Thus the wheel is
said to “breathe.” The width of each
spoke can vary from cycle to cycle based
on actual demand, but the total wheel
cycle time will remain fixed.
All of the benefits of wheels apply
both to a make-to-stock and to a hybrid
make-to-stock/make-to-order environment.

The design process
is valuable, too
One strength of product wheels is the
thorough design process.
It starts with the creation of a value
stream map (VSM) of the entire operation so that flow and flow limitations can
be understood. The VSM provides the
information needed to decide where in
the process the wheels should be implemented; wheel implementation may be
best on an entire line in a closely coupled
operation or on a major piece of process
equipment in a line with sufficient intermediate inventory to decouple the
process flow.
In providing an end-to-end view of
the complete manufacturing process,
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the VSM also highlights performance
improvements that could be made before wheel implementation. These can
provide greater degrees of freedom in
wheel design, or the improvements can
be made after wheel implementation to
leverage wheel value.
In addition to the VSM, which describes the equipment and its performance, all of the relevant characteristics
of the entire product portfolio are tabulated and analyzed. Any parameter that
might affect changeover time or difficulty is collected.
In one packaging plant there were a
dozen things that might or might not
need to be adjusted, modified or require
special cleaning: Bottle diameter, bottle
height, cap type, bottle color, organic,
kosher, allergen content, desiccant or
not, etc.
Across another manufacturer’s plant
26 parameters were relevant. Run rate
information is also collected and analyzed. All of this data must be correct,
up to date, understood and accounted
for to have a truly optimal production
sequence.
Economic data, such as cost of goods
sold and inventory carrying cost, are
tabulated to enable the calculations,
which determine the optimum production quantity and frequency for each
product. Finally, container size and
packaging relationships are defined, like
ounces per bottle, bottles per case and
cases per pallet.
In many cases, this comprehensive
data table is the first time such a holistic
view of the entire product lineup and
all characteristics affecting flow performance have been available. The data
itself and the process of collecting and
analyzing this information invariably
brings new operational insight to operations and schedulers and often identifies data that need to be better sourced,
cleaned up or maintained in a more consistent manner.
ISEs will find this results in cleaner,
better-understood data valuable for other improvement efforts.
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Product wheels in real life
Nature’s Bounty is one of the largest nutraceutical manufacturers in the
United States, with brands like Puritan’s
Pride, Osteo Bi-Flex, Balance Bars and
Rexall Sundown.
Over the past four years, the company has implemented product wheels at
several of its North American sites, with
great success. At one tablet and capsule
packaging site, for example, wheels increased productivity by 34 percent, enabling all needed packaging to be done
on two fewer lines, saving $1.5 million
in annual operating costs.
Allocating each product family to
a specific packaging line reduced the
number of bottle size changes (the most
time-consuming changeover) on each
line by an average of 50 percent. Determining the optimum wheel frequency
for each high- and low-volume product
reduced the number of changeovers significantly, and optimizing the sequence
of each product on each cycle dramatically simplified and shortened the remaining changeovers.
Because production now follows standard wheel patterns, most of the chaos
that had accompanied scheduling has
been eliminated. Because all the routine
work is predetermined, schedulers have
more time to deal with rush orders and
unexpected events and therefore make
better and more informed decisions.
Wheels have offered such visible benefits that when they had to be temporarily suspended at one plant, the dropoff in performance was immediately
obvious to the operations director.
“The product wheel is so powerful
that you will notice when it’s not being followed. A couple of months ago
our throughput numbers went down,”
said Adelino Rivera, Florida operations
director for Nature’s Bounty. “I went to
the planning manager and asked her are
we following the product wheel? Her
response was no, due to a programming
issue. I knew right away that the wheel
was not being followed.”
In another production environ-

ment, a rapidly growing salad dressing
manufacturer with several large North
American plants was having difficulty
keeping capacity in line with growing
demand. The company was continually
adding new lines, yet still had to run
substantial overtime almost every Saturday and Sunday.
In fact, at one plant alone, overtime
cost more than $800,000 in a year. The
company now has implemented wheel
scheduling at two of its sites with plans
for a third.
At the first site, wheel implementation reduced changeovers by half, increased run length substantially and significantly increased overall throughput.
This plant has used these throughput
improvements to virtually eliminate
schedule-caused overtime, significantly
slow their rate of equipment purchase,
implement a planned maintenance program and generally de-stress the workforce.
Wheels were first implemented on
the 20 packaging lines at that site, and
plans are now underway to coordinate dressing batch manufacture with
the packaging wheels. When that is
complete, savings in dressings lost in
changeovers are expected to exceed $1
million per year.
An added benefit is that the wheel
design process has quantified and documented line run rates and other important operating parameters and uncovered some gaps and inconsistencies in
the salad dressing manufacturer’s product master data. The wheel execution
process standardized and institutionalized some planning and scheduling processes that had been performed based on
“tribal knowledge,” or the experience
and understanding of a small number of
key people.

Powering the wheel –
the product wheel accelerator
The day-to-day scheduling process can
and should be redesigned to take advantage of the predictability and improved
sequencing from wheels. Helping with

FIGURE 2

Speeding up the wheel
A product wheel accelerator is an additional tool that can help manufacturers implement improved production scheduling.

this process improvement and developing operational tools present additional
opportunities for an ISE to play a critical
role.
Some wheel factors (production frequency, for example) can be reflected in
MRP (material requirements planning)
and ERP (enterprise resource planning)
systems. Beyond these, schedulers will
need tools to support day-to-day operation of the wheels – a product wheel accelerator (PWA). The PWA makes the
routine operations of scheduling with
wheels and maintaining wheels straightforward and less time-consuming. This
allows more time to deal with exceptions and improvements. Figure 2 shows
an example of a product wheel accelerator.
At this point, wheels are not fully
supported by MRP or ERP systems
without supplemental capability, such
as a product wheel accelerator. The two
success stories we described used PWAs
implemented in Microsoft Excel. PWAs
can also be stand-alone software. Regardless of platform, a PWA should perform several key functions:

• Internally embody the wheel design
(allocation, frequency, cycle, sequence)
• Keep track of where each line is in its
wheel
• Import the current state of the line
and new orders and propose where
to incorporate new orders based on
wheel design, current wheel position
and business rules
• Allow schedulers to change the
schedule to accommodate rush orders
and other unforeseen events
• Provide information on the impact of
these scheduler changes
• After scheduler approval, generate a
schedule for the floor and/or for the
production/MRP system
• Support updating of product characteristics, run rates, allocation and
wheel cycle/sequence as changes occur in product mix, product volumes,
equipment and experience
• Track and provide key metrics on
wheel use, such as reasons for “breaking” the wheel, so these can be used
in future analysis and improvement of
the process

Together these functions greatly reduce the effort of operating wheels dayto-day, thus reducing the change curve
for schedulers and increasing the overall
value of wheels.
In addition to supporting the operationalizing of the wheels and making
the transition to wheels much smoother
for schedulers, the PWA has other advantages.
A PWA can capture and institutionalize scheduling knowledge for consistent
application and automated routine decisions in scheduling, consistently applying that captured knowledge.
A PWA can allow your schedulers
more time to deal with exceptions, rush
orders and improvements. PWAs also
visibly operate on the agreed best approaches to allocation and sequencing,
helping align scheduling and the floor
on best practice and reducing unexpected floor changes.
And, of course, a PWA supports better decision-making on scheduling and
production
Beyond these specific benefits, implementing and operating according to
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The benefits of product wheels
Product wheels have a number of advantages over other scheduling strategies. They:
• Level production within the shortest practical time periods
• Determine the optimum frequency to make each product, so that low-volume products get made only when the run length is
sufficient to justify the changeover
• Provide tools to determine the optimum sequence of products
• Find the best economic balance between inventory cost and changeover cost
• Give a firm basis for determining inventory requirements. Because you know when you will be making any specific product next,
you can determine how much inventory will be needed to support demand until the next cycle. You also know how long you will
be at risk to variation and thus have a logical basis to calculate safety stock.
• Provide a more stable, more structured foundation for the production schedule so that unexpected events can be accommodated
with less chaos and stress.
All of this generally leads to increased usable capacity, lower inventories and improved customer delivery performance.

wheels takes your organization through
a structured holistic process that results
in key insights – and improvement opportunities – regarding data, process, inventory and even equipment use.

Stability begets productivity
Wheels are a powerful way to stabilize
and standardize your scheduling process
in a way that will improve productivity
and increase capacity, increasing profitability, job satisfaction and operational
sustainability.
Beyond the two organizations cited
in this article, companies that have benefited from the product wheel method-
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ology include Dow Chemical, DuPont
and Exxon Mobil. Wheels have been
used to improve the production of automotive and house paints, extruded
polymers, paper and plastic sheet goods,
industrial chemicals, engine oil additives, waxes and pastes, laminated circuit board materials and a host of other
products. 
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